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ON TI{E ISSUE OF'UNIVERSAL BAI\IKING
IN TI{E NIGERIAI\I CONTE)(T
Bg MR. V. A. ODOZI*

*Tl ne svsrem or nlcne or
I specialised banking
mandatorily imposed through
legislation restricting or delimiting activities for commercialand
merchant banks hadworked sat-

isfactorily well in Nigeria from
the early years of independence
until the early 1990's. Indeed,
the liberalisation of bank licensing under the auspices of the
Structural Adjustment Programme introduced in 1.986,
resulted in the growth of new
banking firms but largely merchant banks. The latter were
encouraged, no doubt. by the
improved policy anC business
environment but also by the
distortions in the system and the
large arbitrage opportunities
which they engendered. It is true
to say, in retrospect, that quite a
number of these banks were
merely financial boutiques which
were speciously based. Furthermore, through a number of policy
measures some of the functional
barriers between commercial and
merchant banks have been dismantled, with commercial banks
being permitted to undertake
activities previously reserved for
merchant banks e.g. leasing.
investment advisory services and
other fee based businesses.
while merchantbanks have been

-
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limited to commercialbanks e.g.
liquidity ratio, cash reserve requirement etc. On the other
hand, at a time when bank deposits are typically short term in
nature, merchant banks are still
required to maintain a minimum
of 20o/o of their totalcredit in the
medium and long term category
while a maximum of 2070 shall
be short term. They are also not
allowed direct participation in
the Clearing House or to provide

natural advantages of commercial banks, i.e. to the detriment
of merchant banks which operatein the same market-interest
rate capping, selected commercial banks for import duty payment, low-cost funds for commercial banks and their access to
CBN overdrafts as clearing
banks. I should, however point
out that the overdrafts have been
secured by default rather than as
a deliberate policy of granting
credit to commercial banks.
It is in the context of this
environment so heavily weighed
against' merchant banks, although not by design, that quite
a number of them (about 20 so
far) had in the last three years,
appliedto cor:vert their merchant
banking, to commercial banking,
licence. It should. however. be
stated that although as a group,
merchant banks are having a

chequeing account facilities
Consequently, in spite of the
recent measures taken to It is in the context of this
minimise the competitive disadvantage of merchant banks such
as reducing the threshold for

deposits from N50.000 to
N10,000, I think it is fair to say
that, as a group, they remain
disadvantaged - an endangered
species! Besides, recent Bud-

getary measures

and

brought under the monetary macroeconomic developments
policy stipulations previously have tended to reinforce t(e

environment so heavily

weighed against merchant
banks, although not by design, that quite a number of
them (about 20 so far) had
in the last three years, applied to convert their merchant banking, to commercial banking, licence.

* Mr. V. A. Odozi is Deputy Gouernor, CBN. The Article reJiects personal uiews expressed durirrg the
22Oth BankerstCommittee
Meeting.
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hardtime, some of them, thanks
to good, proactive management,
have continued to thrive and are
among the industry leaders. In
any case, conversion to a com-

mercial bank cannot make

a

distressed merchant bank viable
if it is not adequately capitalised,
re-engineered or does not have
in place a sound, winning, turnaround management team.
Nevertheless, the conclusion
that the merchant banks as a
group are an endangered species
remains valid. In this connection,
it is instructive to note that so far
no commercial bank has applied
to convert to a merchant bank!

to operate like a

the clearing banks are

commercial bank while
maintaining its merchant
banking niche.
(c) The Universal or Multipurpose Banking Option
Since this is the focal point
of our discussion today, I
should like to highlight

permitted to develop into
diversified financial services groups that engage
in universal banking. although most British banla
conduct their securities
activities through separate subsidiaries.
The case of the U.S. in the
context of movement to
universal banking is instructive, In this connection, it may be recalled
that the Banking Act of
1933 (the famous Glass Steagall Act) imposed
significant restrictions on
banks in respect of investment banking ties.
The prohibition was as a
result of the 1929 Stock
Market Crash and the indictment of some banks
and their securities affiliates over their perceived
role in the collapse of the

lc.wed

(i)

some of the leading issues
as follows:
Global Spread
Universal banking is be-

a global phenomenon thanks to the
new theology of trade

coming

Nevertheless, the con2. Possible solutions to the clusion that the merchant
Problem of Merchant banks as a group
are an
Banks
(a) The Conversion Option - endangered species reas indicated earlier, this mains valid. ln this conis no panacea but, at best,
nection, it is instructive
a short-term expedient to note that so far no
for what is a more deep- commercial bank has
seated operating probapplied to convert to a
lem.
(b) Reviewing the operating
disabilities o{ merchant
banks - while maintaining
some of their preserves
such as issuing house and
other capital market activities.
This,might turn out to be
a dubious solution which
could create more serious problems while attempting to solve the existing problem. In any
case, a distressed merchant bank whose capital base and customer
confidence had totally
beeneroded could not be
saved even if it was al8

merchant bank!

liberalisation and financial deregulation. In Germany, the home of universal banking, banks are
enterprises conducting
banking business and the
definition of banking
business in the Banking
Act of 7986 is very wide.
In Britain, following the

"Big Bang" of 1986,
banks have become
broad-based, diversified

financial institutiorrs.
British banks may engage
in almost any type of financial activity. Indeed,

market, However,
through a number of
statutory amendments
and recent agency rulings
and interpretative letters
by the regulatory au-

thorities bank and bank
holding companies have
in recent years been allowed to expand their investment banking activities into areas such as
brokerage and financial
advisory services, mutual
funds services and securities underwriting.
In Canadatherehasbeen
a steady movement towards universal banking

with the separation of
functions among different
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financial institutions becoming blurred and penetration by each group
into the other's primary
areas of business.

concerns by financial institutions).
There is also a third type
of universal banking - the
Japanese Keiretsu ar-

The developing countries
also, especially in Latin
America, have not been
left out of the universal
banking innovation.

rangement whereby financial institutions and

non-financial entities
have some linkages that
may not include direct
ownership.
For obvious reasons, we
should for the purpose of
this discussion limit our-

of Universal
Banking
We have so far discussed

(ii) Concept

universal banking in
rather loose terms. A
definition is, therefor,
called for.
There are two broad definitions:

The narrow definition
refers to an arrangement
whereby a bank, that is,
any deposit-taking institution, could engage in a
wide range of financial
activities and in particular securities and underwriting business. This arrangement encompasses
the integration of banking

to the narrow
definition of universal
selves

banking.
(iii) Alternative Approaches
To Universal Banking
Direct conduct of a broad
range of financial activities through one institu-

-

where commercial and
financial linkages are
forged, the linkage could
be upstream (the ownership of financial institutions by commercial concerns) or downstream (the
ownership of commercial
9

commercial and investment

tion;
use of subsidiaries;
use of bank holding com-

(iv)

panies.
vibrant capital markets in the
Pros and Cons of Uni- world which could be put in

-

banking businesses had facilitated
the development of the most

jeopardy by reform, there is the
Although the universal recurring issue of potential conbanking idea is becoming flict of interest of commercial
a global phenomenon, it banks which provide short-term
remains a controversial funds and advice on long-term
issue lacking any wide capital needs were also free to
handle securities and underwritconsensus.
Pros of Universal Bank- ing business. In this connection,
it should be recalled that an imtlg
promotion of economic portant factor in the passing of
growth through supply of the Glass-Steagall Act which
long-term financing for separated banking and securities
commerce and industry; activities was the fear about popromotion of efficiency tential conflicts of interest. Anthrough economies of other relevant issue is that since
scale and scope;
universal banking implies regufostering of competition lation and supervision alone
by opening up various functional rather than instituareas for entry by banks. tional lines, there is the problem
Cons of UniversalBank- of regulatory overlap or arbitrate
which calls for greater coordinain.q
versal Banking

The broad definition of

the German variant

distortion of credit allocation because of increased
connected lending. In an
environment such as ours,
the observed phenomenon of abusive ownership could become aggravated;
- greater concentration of
economic and political
power;
- conflicts of interest;
- potential for more risky
activities which could
threaten systemic stability.
Even with the envisaged repealof the Glass-SteagallAct of
1933, concerns have been expressed about the implications
of such a reform. Apart from the
fact that the segregation of

-

and securities businesses.

universal banking refers
to a system whereby a
bank could own and
control non-financial institutions in addition to
engaging in abroad range
of financial activities. In

-
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tion. Experience in a number of
de,,,eloping countries shows that
r-rniversal banking has produced

restoration

of

macroeconomic stability ;
(iii) reduction of market dis-

rather negative results especially
because of inadequate supervi-

tortions and inefficien-

sion and the prevalence of

(iv) financial deepening;
(v) resolution of the problem
of financial-sector distress

macroeconomic distortions and
inefficiencies.
From the above exposition,
it is clear that considerable controversy exists over the pros and
cons of universal banking. Even
the World Bank has not maintained a consistent stance on the
subject. For example, while in
the late 1970's it recommended
universalbanking for the Philippines, in the early 1980's it argued against it for Brazil and
Mexico. I shallresist the temptation of passing a verdict on universal banking but I cannotagree
more with Maxwell Fry's conclusion that "There is no universal

case

for or against

universal

banking."

3. A Pragmatic Solution
The rnain issue in this discussion is ensuring a level playing field and competitive equity.
There is also the need for some
rneasure of division of functions
and specialisation. A related isstre is the development of the
capital market which at present
lacks depth and adequate volume
and variety of tradeable securities.
In my view. the elements of a
solution to tlie existing problems
of r,-ierchant banks and. ir-rdeed,
tire financial services industry.
inclucle:

(i) the emplacement of

a

sound, credible and sustainable macroeconomic
policy regime in an orderly free-market context ;
t0

(ii)

cies;

and the restoration of
confidence in the financial
services industry;

through appropriate policy measures,
the prevailing market
psychology driven by

(vi) altering,

short-termism and short
cash-conversion cycles to

one which does not
penalise taking a longterm view in investment
decisions;

(vii)strengthening the financial services industry's
manpower base in quantitative and qualitative
terms as well as enhancing regulatory,/supervisory capacity and the coordination of supervisory
activity;
(viii) f ostering self
regulation;
(ix) evolving a credible system of rewards and sanctions; and
(x) resumption of sustainable
growth.
We do not need to make
progress on all fronts simultaneously. For instance, achieving
in the short-term some measure
of interest-rate flexibility which
would permit greater OMO viability and the consequent
phasing-out of stabilisation securities, could go a long way in
redressing some of the current
concerns. There are a few other

areas where some improvement

in the operating

environment
in the
short-term. Furthermore. with a
more develo ped financial market,
greater macroeconomic stability
and restoration of confidence in
the industry, a more flexible.
multi-purpose banking system
could emerge.
There is no doubt that the
functional segregation of commercial and merchant banking
activities in the 7969 Banking
Act and the BOFI Decree of
l99l was a deliberate policy
decision in the light of the perceived needs of the country. In
1983. the CBN Board Committee on he Review of the
Banking System in Nigeria rejected the niulti-purpose banking
option. We might ask the rhetorical question whether the
reasons which informed the
segregation of functions in the
1969 Act. the decision of the
CBN Board Committee in 1983
and the reaffirmation of BOFID
in 1991 are still valid given the
prevailing philosophy of deregulation.
The regulatory regime of a
country is the product of its historical experience and the beliefs,

could be secured even

hopes, aspirations. and even
concerns and prejudices of its
prime movers. This explains the
regulatory mosaic that we find in
the United States and our own
situation. Consequently. if we
seek to change an arrangement
so firmly rooted in our financial
history. it must be for compelling
reasons, namely, its failure and
irrelevance and the existence of
a better option. I do not think
Contd. on poge 2O

